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The paper presents the signals classification method based on the parametric spectral analysis as applied
to the passive sonar. The system's structure is discussed special emphasis is given to the procedure oj
jeatures selection in which true poles are chosen. Attached are results oj tests carried out to eva/uate
the applicability oj parametric methods oj spectral estimation jor the purpose oj creating acoustic portraits
and their classification.

l.

Introduction

The system of passive sonar usually consists of
two subsystems i.e. detection and classification
subsystems as depicted in Fig.l.
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Fig. I. The system of passive sonar.

The detection subsystem's task is to detect
a sound source, if present in a certain water region.
This is done by processing of received hydroacoustic
signal. The subsystem is the core of the entire
system. Its operation makes it possible for the classification sub-system to perform its tasks [7].
The classification subsystem defmes the type of
a detected sound source using a databank of acoustic
portraits. Its input receives the hydroacoustic signal
supplied by the detection subsystem.
This paper presents the application of passive
sonar signals classification based on parametric
spectral analysis whose structure is shown in Fig 2.
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Fig.2. Diagram of the classification system oj
the passive sonar.
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2. Parametric Methods or Speetral Analysis
Based ODAułoregressioD Process

b)

p

Sampies of the signal urn] being received are
used to denote the time series x[n], x[n-I], ...,
x[n - N] fultilling the difference equation:
N

x[n] =- :2:>ku[n-k]+e[n],

(I)

t=1

where al, ...,aN are coefficients of autoregression.
These are detennined using various methods based
on prediction error power minimisation e[n]
expressed with a white noise of mean zero value
and variance (12.
Autoregression of order N is obtained as output
signal x[n] of a filter with a wbite noise applied to its
input.
After transformation of both sides of the equation (1), the outcome is a transmittance ofthe filter,
which models the autoregression process:
H AR[z] = U[z] =
E[z]

~
-k
1+ L..Jakz

1
A[z]'

(2)

t=1

where U[z] and E[z] are Z -transforms of seąuence
x[n] and e[n] and
l
X[z] = H AR [z]E[z] = -E[z].
(3)
A[z]
After substitution: z = ej'" we get:
X[eJ"']

= H[eJ"']E[eJ"']

= _1_._E[eJ"']
A[eJlU]

(4)

The absolute value squared of the particular
functions are detennined and squared. This gives
the relation of power spectrum density for the autoregressive model:
2

S[aJ]=IX[eJcof=

a 2
IA{e1"']I

solution ofthe eąuation:

(5)

As one can see, the power spectrum density S[m]
is affected by the course ofthe polynomial A[ei"'].

A[z] = 1 + Lakz-k

In this block the folIowing operations take place:
a)
determination
of
coefficients
at of
polynomial A[eJ"']
using Burg or Yule-Walker
method [4] [6], while the model's order is chesen
using Akaike information criterion [1],

(6)

to identify roots Zł of polynomial A[z] (S[aJk]
poles) using Laguerre method.
In the process of spectra! estimation using
parametric methods, the eritical problem lies in
the choice of the right order of the model. When
the chosen order of the model is too smaIl, it makes
the spectrum too flattened. If, on the other hand,
the order accepted is too big, the resulting
spectrum's resolution will be increased, however,
containing false poles. This causes a generał
statistica! instability.
For data with no noise, the estimates of
the model's order make the resulting spectrum
acceptable, if the number of the available data is not
too smali [1]. For data with strong noise, however,
the choice ofthe model's order is usually insufficient
to analyse the spectrum's details [5].
For the same estimate of the model's order,
various models' orders are obtained, depending on
the spectra! estimation method applied. Ałmost aIl
estimators of a model's order are based on prediction
error power. The prediction error power being
computed, either diminishes or stays fiat for an increasing model's order. This applies to aIl spectral
estimation methods for the autoregressive model.
Controlling the process of diminishing the prediction
error power cannot in itself be used to choose
the model's order. Another thing that has to be done
is chceking the increase in variation of the spectrum
which is based on an inereasing number of
parameters while it is being computed.
Based on the above considerations, Akaike [1]
proposed two methods of estimating the modeI's
order. The first one is the Final Prediction Error FPE. The other one is most freąuentły used in
practice the Akaike Infonna/ion Criterion -AlC in
which the order of model AR is estimated through
minimization in relation to k of the folIowing
expression (Fig. 3):
(7)

3. Deseriptton ef the System's Functionsl Blocks
3.1 Pre-processing

=O

t=1

Pt

where
is the computed variance of wbite noise
(prediction error power) for a korder of the autoregressive model, and Ns denotes the number of
sampies ofthe signal being anaiysed.
In the relation (1), the growing component 2k is
interpreted as a punishment for adopting an order of
the autoregressive model at alevel that's too high.
Although the Ale method is not a consistent
estimator, still for a big number of data the resulting
order of the model is more accurate than that for
FPE [2].
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circle describing the module indicator, fonns
a seleetion ring. By changing the radius of the selection circ\e, we either accept or reject the poles, as
iIlustrated in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3. Examp/e oj a chart oj Alcaike inJormation
criterion.
3.2 Seleetion ofFeatures
Features are seleeted within the process of
seleeting "true poles" and searching of its frequencies.

Fig. 5. Chart iIIustrating the procedure
po/es" selection.

When choosing the "true poles", we have to
bear the folIowing in mind [3]:

The term true poles is used for those poles [3]
which form peaks on the chart of power spectrum
density (resonant peaks), while extra poles are poles
responsible for an equiripple approximation of
the tlat noise spectrum.
As an example, for signal: y(n)=sin(27tf,Atn)+
+sin(21tf2Atn)+e(n),
where fl=30 [Hz], f2=77 [Hz], At

= ~,

•

with the assumed AR model order equal to 10,
the chart ofthe poles has a fonn shown in Fig.4.

for signals with a high SNR, extra poles are
located far from the unit circ\e towards its
centre, and because of this they do not affeet
the spectrum.



in a case of a diminishing SNR, the radii
(modules) of true poles are diminishing; this
continues until the radii are equal to the radii of
extra poles.

•

assuming a stable SNR, an increase in the AR
model order causes an increase in the resolution of the spectnnn
being estimated,
although in practice excessive increasing ofthe
order makes the extra poles near the true poles,
at which point false peaks Carl be observed in
the spectrum.

a2=0.05,

N

oj "true

For "true poles" that were selected in point a),
we search for corresponding frequencies by determiningzs, frorn the relation

Zk

=d

OJł

,

with
(8)

3.3 Creating an Acoustic Portrait

Fig.4. Chart oj po/es.
In the procedur e of selecting the "true poles",
the area between the unit circ\e and the seleetion

For the determined frequencies, values of
spectral lines are determined based on the poles
given by the block "data selection". This is done
through the geornetrical method of determining the
chart of power spectrum density.
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Assuming that AR model transmittance has the
form:
(9)

Based on the sound source's primary acoustic
portrait, a secondary acoustic portrait is made taking
into account the folIowing :
•

changes in sound source's speed (frequency of
spectrallines )

where

fi12 -- 12
!,'

a2 - variance ofwhite noise
•

z; - transmittance poles H AR [z]
Substituting z = e

jOJ

A2

we get:
(10)

Njl =ejmt

beginning
L=e

jOJ
,

at

-Zj,

points

i=l, ...,n

z, and

are

ending

at

point

N - num ber of all poles (order of AR model)
power

spectrum

1:

=-:4;'

AN

~N

=A:

These result in the secondary acoustic portrait Ps of
the form:

vectors

located in the unit circle.

The appropriate
relation has this form:

IN -

changes in the distance between sound source
and hydrophone (value of spectraI line)
AI2

where

fi - IN

den sity

3.4. Acoustic Portraits Base
This block is responsible for managing a base
of acoustic portraits by enabling operations, such as:
•

starting a new base and accepting its file as
the file ofthe current base of acoustic portraits,

•

adding the existing base file and accepting it as
the file ofthe current acoustic portraits base,

•

adding the acoustic portrait formed to the current acoustic portraits base,

•

deleting an acoustic portrait of the current
acoustic portraits base,

•

displaying the contents of the current acoustic
portraits base,

•

export of secondary acoustic portraits contained
in the current acoustic portraits base to
the learning file in the SNNS 4.1 neuraI networks simulator.

(II)
The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Im.

3.5. Learning

Fig. 6. Geometrie method cf determining the chart of
power spectrum density lor N=4.
The frequencies and the matching values of
spectrallines constitute a 50 called primary acoustic
portrait PF of a sound source:

This block's task is the learning of the artificial
neural network, which in this system fulfiJs
the function of a classifier [8]. It is a two-Iayer
neural network with 6 input nodes, 4 neurooes
in the hidden Jayer and 3 neurones in the output
layer. The unipolar sigmoidaJ function was adopted
as the activation function. The number of input
nodes is equal to the number of components of
the secondary acoustic portrait whose number was
set as 6. The consequence ofthis assumption is a Iimitation of the number of lines in the process of
generating an acoustic portrait to 4 spectrallines.
Neural network learning
because the procedure of
preceded with a long-lasting
hydroacoustic signals which
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is carried out off-line,
Ieaming is usually
process of registering
match the particular

types of sound sources. In the neural network
leaming process, secondary aeoustic portraits are
used.

Next, acoustie portraits matching the signal were
designated.

The SNNS 4.1 (Stuttgart Neural Network
Simulator) was chosen as the neural network
leaming programme, controlled by the Linux
operating system.

y(n) = Al sin(2;ifjMn)+ A2 sin (27!f2Mn)+
+ A3 sin (27!f3Mn )+ A4 sin (27!f4Atn ) + e(n)

Signall:

where

3.6. Classification
The classifieation block placed highest within
the classification subsystem hierarchy (Fig. 2), uses
the results obtained in the preceding b\ocks of
the system.
The inputs of a neural network after leaming
receive components of the secondary acoustic
portrait of a sound source, so that after
the computations the decision can be made based
on the network's output values whether the sound
source should be assigned to one of the elasses or
whether its membership in any of the classes should
be excłuded.
By assuming a continuous activation function,
output signaIs of neurons assume continuous values
from the range [0,1] instead of binary values where
1 would mateh an assigned class. Therefore,
the process of sound source assignment (based on its
acoustic portrait) to a certain class is carried out in
two-stages. In the first stage, the vaIues of output
neurones are checked (Ievels of activation) to see if
they have exceeded the value of the assumed
threshold (set at 0.5). If this is not met, a decision is
made that the signal source cannot be assigned to
any of the c\ass; if the outcome is contrary it is
ehecked to what extent the output neuron with
the highest value exceeds the others. If the difference is big enough (up to 0.15), the source signal
is assigned a c1ass for which the output neuron was
adopting the highest value, otherwise the interpreter
gives a result whieh is that the source signal has not
been assigned to any ofthe elasses.
The above interpreter is based on the assumption that no c\assification is better than a wrong
c\assification.

4.

Tests

To determine how useful the components of
a secondary aeoustie portrait are for c\assification
(leaming) purpoees, obtained using Yule-Welker
(Y-W) and Burg methods, tests were conducted for
various values of amplitudes.
The generated signal's spectrum contained four
harmonie lines (the rnaximal number accepted in
the course of setting up an acoustie portrait).

.Ii = 30

[Hz],

12 = 60

[Hz] ,

h =90

[llz],

14 = 120

[llz]

At

~2-.~_I_
N

1024 '

vectors of secondary acoustie portraits were
detennined for several different noise values:

()"2

Method

0.01

Y-W

[2.000.953.00

Burg

[2.00 U3 3.00 1.004.00 0.86]

0.05

Y-W

[2.000.933.00

Burg

[2.00 1.093.00 0.96 4.03 0.83]

Y-W

[2.000.913.030.824.030.77]

Burg

[2.00 1.03 3.03 0.894.03 0.79]

0.25

Vector Ps
0.86 4.030.79]

0.84 4.00 0.77]

For signal 2 whose form is like that of signaI l,
however:
A[= l, A}= 0.2,Aj=0.6,A4=

0.8

vectors of secondary acoustie portraits were
determined in a similar way:

()"2

0.01

0.05

0.25

Method

Vector Ps

Y-W

[1.970.803.00

0.99 4.091.01]

Burg

[2.000.953.00

1.084.00 1.06]

Y-W

[2.00 0.81 3.00 0.98 4.00 1.01]

Burg

[2.00 0.88 3.00 1.054.00 1.04]

Y-W

[2.000.793.00

Burg

[2.00 0.91 3.00 1.054.00 1.05]

For signal J whose form
however:

IS

0.974.000.98]

like that of signal l,

A[= I,A}=0.7,Aj=0.4,A.=0.1
vectors of secondary acoustie portraits are as
follows:
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(j2

0.01

0.05

0.25

Method

s. ConcI_ioo

Vector Ps

Y-W

[2.01 l.01 3.00 0.93 4.03 0.76]

Burg

[2.00 ] .173.00 0.96 4.03 0.85]

Y-W

[2.00 l.OO3.00 0.91 4.070.75]

Burg

[2.00 1.10 3.00 0.99 4.030.79]

Y-W

[2.00 0.973.00 0.89 4.03 0.76]

Burg

[2.000.983.030.894.030.77]

Following an observation of eharts of power
spectrum density and based on the above results, it
was found that Burg method gives a high-resołution
spectrum, however, the generał eharacter of values
of harmonie ampłitudes is strongly distorted.
In addition, there is a big variance among the values
of eomponents of the secondary acoustie portrait for
different noise values. As an example, for signal l
eomponent f14 determined using Burg method has
a spread of 0.7, while Yule-Walker has a spread of
0.02.
For Yule-Walker method, spectrum resołution
is worse, yet it maintains the values of amplitudes of
the partieułar harmonics, whieh is one of the fundamental advantages ofthe spectral estimation method.
Its results are used to create an acoustic portrait.
To test the classifier, we used signals generated
earlier on, i.e. signal I, signal 2 and signal 3.
We also assumed that class l will be represented by
signal I, class 2 by signal 2, and class 3 by signal 3.
Secondary acoustic portraits obtained for signals of
cr2=0.01 and 0"~0.25 were accepted as learning patterns, while portraits obtained for signalso? = 0.05
were aecepted as testing patterns. AlI secondary
aeoustie portraits used for testing purposes were
obtained through the applicatioo of Yule-Walker
method as a spectral estimation method.
The results of the classification include the values of
outputs ofthe neural network and the decision made
by the interpreter.
Results of Classification

Signal
Output
class I

Output
class 2

Output
class 3

Interpret.
decision

No.

(j2

[%]

[%]

[%]

1

0.05

90.81

4.68

11.08

1

2

0.05

9.45

88.48

12.06

2

3

0.05

9.87

10.34

89.85

3

Ali the obtained results meet the expected
results.
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The use of parametrie spectral estimatioo
in elassificatioo systems to determine aeoustie
portraits components, and next to c\assify these, is
an alternative approach to the process of feature
selection. The approaeh was based on a selection of
true poles as opposed to solutions that are based on
power spectrum estimation.
Since acoustie portraits are made on the basis
of values of amplitudes and frequencies of the particular hannonics, Burg algorithm was rejected,
because it does not maintain the amplitude values of
the partieular hannonies, although it does help to
achieve high spectral resolution. For the purposes of
the c\assification system, the Yule- Walker algorithm
was accepted. It gives high resolution provided long
data sequences are used. This partieular condition is
met in the case of passive sonar signal c1assification.
Based on the results obtained, it seems worthwhile
to examine algorithms, which will provide a higher
resolution and maintain amplitude values for signals
of a smalI SNR
The elassification results, when a neural
network is used as the c\assifier, depend on
the learning ofthis network. The tests confirmed the
usefu!ness of secondary acoustic portraits as
obtained in parametric spectral estimation for
elassification purposes.
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